
E-SIGNATURES MADE SIMPLE
Designed for simplicity, the RSign  web-based e-signature process allows professionals a 
quick and intuitive way to prepare and send documents for electronic signature while always 
maintaining access and control. No other e-sign platform has RSign’s breadth of features.

Drag-and-drop document preperation

Tracking, Reporting + Proof of Delivery

Create One-Click Reusable Templates

Web-based, Guided Signing

www.rsign.com

We’ve Created a Better Signing Experience

®

Simple All-In-One Privacy



Easy to Prepare 

Quick, Simple, 
Web-based Process

Many Sending 
Options

Drag-and-drop 
Document Preparation

Designed for simplicity, RSign’s 
web-based process allows for 
quick and intuitive prepation 
for sending documents to be 
signed electronically while 
maintaining access and control.

Signature �elds, name �elds, 
dates, and other input 
elements can be placed 
anywhere on a document 
using a drag-and-drop process.

Con�gurable sending options 
include signing order, single or 
multi-party signing, message 
encryption, reminder noti�ca-
tions, templates, and more.

Preparing a document to be signed is as easy as uploading it, 
then dragging and dropping required or optional input fields 
anywhere on the document. Configuring these elements in the 
preparation step ensures the guided signing process takes the 
signer to each input field.

You can select “when documents 
expire,” “set email reminders,” set 
access codes for document open-
ing, save as templates for future 
team use, and much more!  



Anyone can do it Fast 
Turnaround

Sign From Anywhere

Our guided signing process 
leads each signer through the 
document, one input �eld at a 
time. Getting an error-free, 
completed document back 
from your signers has never 
been easier.

Our web-based signing process 
can be completed from almost 
any web-connected computer 
or mobile device.

RSign’s simple e-sign process 
means you’ll often have 
agreements signed and 
returned in just minutes. You 
can even set up reminder 
noti�cations to ensure timely 
completion.

Sign Easy to



Easy to Make Templates,
Manage and Encrypt

Real Time Visibility Legal Proof® Send Encrypted and
Password Protected

Whether you’re viewing the 
RSign dashboard or looking at 
a more granular real time 
report, it’s easy to stay on top 
of every transaction, see 
where it is in the signing 
process and view when each 
document was signed and 
completed.

Private and sensitive data, such 
as protected health informa-
tion (PHI), must be encrypted 
for compliance with privacy 
laws such as HIPAA. RSign’s 
options include requiring 
signers to enter an access code 
to begin the signing process. 
RSign provides GDPR compli-
ant privacy options.

RSign gives you Legal Proof® 
records of every ESIGN and 
UETA-compliant transaction, 
including timestamps, signer 
IP addresses, and a Registered 
Receipt™ record providing 
certi�ed proof of delivery, time 
of delivery, and exact message 
content, with an audit trail and 
means to authenticate.
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Acess code required to open signed
document

Save and Reuse an 
Entire Work�ow

Share Templates With 
Co-Workers

Save Document Tags 
and Field Placements

Con�gure and save signer 
roles, routing rules, reminder 
noti�cations, and more, so you 
can breeze from one transac-
tion to the next.

No matter the complexity of your 
document or form, RSign makes it 
easy to repeat similar transac-
tions. Con�gure a document just 
once as a template, and you’ll 
never have to do it again for that 
document.

Share templates with and 
among your user community.



WHY PROFESSIONALS NEED RSIGN

No matter the complexity of your document or form, RSign makes it easy to 
repeat similar transactions. Configure a document and its workflow just once as 
a template, and you’ll never have to do it again for similar transactions. You can 
even share templates with other users in your group.

RSign is a simple to use web-based service that makes it easy to create and reuse 
e-sign work flows and easy for signers to sign your documents electronically 
using any web browser, in an intuitive, guided signing process.

Every RSign transaction provides the sender with a Registered Receipt™ email 
record containing certified proof of delivery, time of delivery, and exact message 
content. If needed, you have certified forensic evidence to prove your transac-
tion happened exactly as it did.

RPost’s e-signature service received the top score (5 out of 5 possible) for “com-
pliance with industry/country regulations and technical standards” in the For-
rester Wave™: E-Signatures report by Forrester Research, Inc.

Document access and controls, signing order, signer options, templates, group 
and user roles, document management, reporting, security, privacy and other 
configurable features allow you to create your perfect RSign experience.

SIMPLICITY

TEMPLATES

LEGAL PROOF

HIGHEST LEGAL AND EVIDENTIARY STANDARDS

CUSTOMIZABLE EXPERIENCE

FINALLY, AN E-SIGNATURE SERVICE THAT'S POWERFUL YET SIMPLE TO USE.

Recipients don’t download or need to use special 
software to receive, open, sign and return.

Prevents HIPAA and GDPR fines, proves data 
privacy compliance and digital signature laws.

Features & Benefits for Business Professionals

Options to deliver encrypted right to recipient 
inbox, unlike store & forward systems.

Reduces legal spend, litigation risk, paper, post-
age, administrative time and follow-up calls.
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The global leader in secure and certi�ed electronic communications, RPost has helped businesses enhance their security, compliance, and productivity for more than a decade. 
Used by more than 25 million people throughout the world, RPost is the creator of the patented Registered Email™ technology, which provides email senders with Legal Proof® 
evidence of delivery, time of delivery, and exact message content in the form of a Registered Receipt™ email record. 
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